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Welcome to the 24th issue of Life Storeys!
The Singapore Bicentennial marks the 200th anniversary of Sir Stamford
Raffles’ arrival on our little red dot. Besides the centrepiece event at Fort
Canning Centre, celebrations extended to the heartlands through a series of
roadshows islandwide. Read all about them in Talk of the Town.
In Around the Block, we take you on a tour of iconic food finds in Bedok,
as well as social enterprises that have set up shop with the help of HDB’s
initiatives. National Day may be over but patriotism remained strong at the
Stand Up For Our Singapore event featured in this section.
Find out how residents’ days were brightened by the lively Chong Pang Fun
Fiesta 2019 and Bedok South Secondary School students’ mass block visits
in Our Life Stories. We also caught up with FLY Entertainment artiste
Suhaimi Yusof for his thoughts on turning 50 and what humour means
to him.
Arts continue to be the focus in the next segment, with creative spaces in
Singapore, and a range of locally produced art and literary works taking
centre stage in Livin’ It Up.
Last but not least, stand a chance to win shopping vouchers by participating
in our Readers’ Quiz at http://hdb.gov.sg/lifestoreys!
We hope you enjoy reading this issue of Life Storeys.
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Talk of the Town

Bicentennial Cheer
IN THE HEARTLANDS
HELD OVER FIVE MONTHS, THE SINGAPORE BICENTENNIAL
ROADSHOWS WERE A FRESH RETELLING OF OUR COUNTRY’S
VIBRANT PAST THROUGH THE ANNALS OF HISTORY.

This interactive table allowed visitors to access interesting trivia
about different towns all over Singapore

Beyond its centrepiece event The
Bicentennial Experience at Fort
Canning Centre, the Singapore
Bicentennial celebrations
commemorating the 200th
anniversary of Sir Stamford
Raffles’ arrival in Singapore
extended to the heartlands for all
Singaporeans to enjoy.
In collaboration with the various
Community Development Councils
(CDCs), the Singapore Bicentennial
Office presented a series of
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roadshows in Geylang, Toa Payoh,
Tampines, Yishun and Choa Chu
Kang from April to August this year.
The roadshows provided
a momentous platform for
heartlanders to learn about
Singapore’s journey in the last
700 years, with ground-up
projects highlighting landmark
events as well as our pioneers and
forefathers who have helped shape
Singapore from fishing village to
modern city-state.
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Mr Heng Swee Keat, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Finance, visited the Singapore Bicentennial
Roadshow at Our Tampines Hub, where he took part in various activities with the crowd
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Talk of the Town
A historical journey through local districts

Some present-day neighbourhoods have a history
spanning 200 years or even longer. A common thread
in the exhibits and installations at the Singapore
Bicentennial roadshows was the exploration of myriad
aspects of Singapore’s history — from landscape features
to the local community spirit, and more.
For instance, the evolution of architecture styles and
modes of transportation over the years was captured in
the toy kit model panels on display at the roadshows.
Another popular fixture was an interactive table
that featured lesser-known facts of over 20 towns in
Singapore and the early communities who first called
them home. Using the table’s touchscreen function,
visitors were able to access trivia in a fun way. These
nuggets of information included the location of the
smallest HDB block in Singapore (Choa Chu Kang) and
Sang Nila Utama’s first landing site (Telok Blangah).
“I was first attracted by the nostalgic feel of the blue table
tiles. The interactive element is very interesting, too!”
quipped Ms Evelyn Yong, 32.
All five roadshows also incorporated activities that
appealed to people of all ages and from walks of life.
These included a colouring corner with Singaporethemed illustrations by local artiste Edmund Chen; a
selfie station where the instant prints were displayed like
the familiar laundry drying racks seen in HDB flats; and
even a fun personality quiz for visitors to discover which
Singapore historical figure they share traits with.
“The exhibits remind me of olden days and brought back
many memories. I like to stay active, and events with
various activities like these keep me occupied,” shared
Mdm Teo Ya Li, 81.

From the ground up

In conjunction with the roadshows, the five CDCs
oversaw special ground-up projects that were unique
to their districts, such as heritage trails, storytelling
sessions, running events, art exhibitions, street parades
and photography competitions. Supported by the
People’s Association, these programmes formed part of a
wider islandwide initiative, with 200,000 residents across
Singapore contributing to over 40 projects.

The exhibits
remind me of
olden days
and brought
back many
memories. I like
to stay active, and
events with various activities like
these keep me occupied.
– MDM TEO YA LI, 81, RETIREE

Champions (INCs) and supported by Jurong Cluster
INCs and South West CDC, brought residents on a bus
tour to places of significance such as Jurong Town Hall,
the former Jurong Drive-In Cinema, and Jurong Port.
Through this trail, participants got to learn more about
the fascinating history of Jurong’s transformation from a
swampland to an industrial estate and a thriving town.
In addition, a highlight of the roadshow at Keat Hong
Community Club was the South West Natural Heritage
Map, a youth-led project by Republic Polytechnic’s
School of Engineering student Chaw Ji How, 21, and four
other teammates. Over four months, the team created
an interactive map denoting 15 green cultural heritage
landmarks in the South West district, including Little
Guilin, Jurong Hill Park and Dragon Teeth Gate. Of
these, six would light up at the touch of a button.
“Working on the map has opened my eyes to the district’s
beautiful and storied heritage that I have never heard of
or seen. It’s exciting to know that this heritage is part of
what makes Singapore special, and I would be sure to
explore these places again,” said Ji How.
With the conclusion of the fifth and final roadshow at
Keat Hong Community Club, this five-month project
successfully brought the Bicentennial experience to more
than 120,000 residents all over Singapore.

By capturing the essential spirit of the local community
and demonstrating the virtues of Singapore’s early
settlers, these activities allowed residents to better
appreciate our historic remnants and deepen the
emotional connection to their towns.
In the South West district, the Jurong Heritage Trail,
led by Taman Jurong Integration and Naturalisation
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FOOD THAT
MAKES YOUR
HEART GO

‘Bedok
Bedok ’
FROM HAWKER FARE TO HIPSTER COFFEE,
BEDOK IS HOME TO SOME F&B GEMS IN
EASTERN SINGAPORE.

With close to 10 major hawker centres sprinkled across their estate,
Bedok residents are spoiled for choice when it comes to food.
The next time you’re hankering after an eclectic mix of tasty
grub, look to the east and make a beeline for Bedok, which
is served by three MRT stations (Bedok North, Bedok and
Bedok Reservoir). With good food so readily accessible, what
are you waiting for? Here are some calorie-worthy picks.

Fengshan Food Centre
Block 85, Bedok North
Street 4, Singapore 460085

Fondly known as Bedok 85 to
those in the know, Fengshan
Food Centre may look like a
regular food centre linked to
a wet market, but delicious
outcomes reward anyone making
a visit. We recommend the
famous soup-only bak chor mee
from Xing Ji; the lip-smacking
satay bee hoon from Shi Wei
Da that earned a mention in
Michelin Bib Gourmand; as well
as the sumptuous barbecued
chicken wings from Bedok 511.
There is also the perennial
crowd-pleaser sambal stingray
over at Chomp Chomp BBQ
where stall owner Mr Ng
promises a “taste different from
other stalls”! The secret lies in the
traditional method where sambal
chilli is spread on the banana leaf
first, before the heat of the grill
seals all these wonderful flavours
in the fish wrapped within.
FOODIE TIP: Most stalls open
from 5pm onwards, so plan your
visit in the evening for the full
gastronomic experience.
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Around the Block

Angalia’s Halal
Patisserie
Block 537, Bedok North
Street 3, #01-525,
Singapore 460537

Katong Sin Chew Cake Shop

Managed by a pair of sisters,
Angalia’s prides itself on using
only the freshest ingredients
and satisfying customers’ sweet
tooth at wallet-friendly prices.
While the menu changes every
few months, the Halal-certified
patisserie offers customised
cakes at affordable prices, too.

Established in 1978, Katong Sin Chew Cake Shop
is a time-honoured bakery that has acquired a
faithful following for its curry buns and
old-school confectionery.

Its bestseller is the $2
cupcakes, with the runaway
favourite made of chocolate
fudge cake, a Nutella core
and topped with Angalia’s
signature cream.

Block 416, Bedok North Avenue 2, #01-45,
Singapore 460416

During our visit, we spotted customers purchasing
bags of the famed curry buns. Some patrons have
even gone out of their way for these yummy treats,
such as Ms Teo TL, who first got to know about the
bakery through a friend. “I have been patronising
them for the past five years. I work in Jurong, but
since I was in the area, I came to get some snacks
for tea break,” said Ms Teo, who also recommends
the ikan bilis and otah buns.
FOODIE TIP: Freshly baked buns hot off the rack
are available from around 1pm every day.

FOODIE TIP: Due to the limited
quantity of cakes for sale, it
is best to place your order in
advance. Eggless and vegetarian
options are available.

Percolate
Block 136, Bedok North Avenue 2, #01-152, Singapore 460136

Percolate is the place to seek respite from the daily grind, and to
savour comforting brews. While its focus is on specialty coffee
(espresso-based, pour over and cold brew), the cafe also offers a
curated menu of croissants and cakes, and retails a fine selection of
artisanal goods. Five years since its opening, Percolate has become
a popular haunt in the east for students, freelance workers and
residents alike, serving more than 200 cups of joe on weekends.
“Some people have the impression that artisanal coffee is expensive
and luxurious, but we want them to feel that it can also be close to
home. That’s why we chose to open [Percolate] in the heartlands,”
said owner Mr Avin Tan.
FOODIE TIP: Own a reusable SoL Cup? Bring yours down to get
50 cents off your beverage order.
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THE

Art
Social

OF BEING

SOME SOCIAL ENTERPRISES IN THE HEARTLANDS
HAVE NOT ONLY MERGED BUSINESS ACUMEN WITH
ALTRUISM, BUT ARE ALSO PAVING THE WAY FOR AN
ALL-INCLUSIVE SOCIETY.

The Social Space
Block 333, Kreta Ayer Road, #01-14,
Singapore 080333

The newest kid on the Kreta Ayer block is a
multi-concept store dedicated to eco-living with
empathy for social awareness. Just a little over a year
old, The Social Space is the brainchild of husband-wife
team, Mr Daniel Yeow and Ms Cheryl Ou.
The in-house cafe serves up healthy goodness, while
an area devoted to fair trade includes the sale of
accessories designed by women from marginalised
communities all over Asia. There’s even a ‘refillery’

Individuals harbouring dual aspirations
of entrepreneurship and making a
difference to society — be it helping
the underprivileged or advocating
environmental causes — can now take
the dive with confidence, thanks to
HDB’s latest initiative: HDB shop
spaces at subsidised rent will be offered
to all members of raiSE (Singapore
Centre for Social Enterprise). Previously
offered to raiSE grantees, the expanded
incentive will now benefit some 350
social enterprises.
Life Storeys takes a closer look at three
social enterprises that represent this
growing sector, which juggles financial
sustainability while tackling social causes.

corner, where you can top up your own bottles with
household cleaning solutions and body washes to
reduce waste. The store also offers enzyme-based
cleaning products made with fruit peels collected
from local vendors — a collaborative initiative with
Movement for the Intellectually Disabled of
Singapore (MINDS).
The Social Space trains and employs its staff from
marginalised backgrounds, such as ex-offenders,
people with disabilities, disadvantaged women, and
youth at risk. Currently, there are 18 full-timers, of
which 80% are beneficiaries.
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Around the Block

Project Dignity
Dignity Kitchen: Block 267, Serangoon
Avenue 3, #02-02, Singapore 550267

Awarded the President’s Challenge
Social Enterprise of the Year in 2015,
Project Dignity has its roots at Balestier
Market Food Centre with just four
hawker stalls. From the start, founder
Mr Koh Seng Choon has empowered
the disabled and other vulnerable
members of society through training
and employment opportunities within
Project Dignity, or with its partners in
the F&B, hospitality and retail sectors.
The company manages Dignity Kitchen,
a public food court where all seven
stalls are staffed by beneficiaries. It also
sponsors lunches for the elderly from
nursing homes around Singapore.
Project Dignity has also benefited from
subsidised rent under the HDB Social
Enterprise Policy. “The grant helps
defray costs and allows us to amplify our
impact, too,” said Mr Koh.

Curious Thoughts Academy
Block 261, Waterloo Street, #03-33, Waterloo Centre,
Singapore 180261

A learning centre specialising in English classes and phonics
for children aged 30 months to 16 years, Curious Thoughts
Academy is a social enterprise funded by raiSE since its opening
in 2017, with one-third of its students in low-income families.
The centre’s beneficiaries consist of families supported by South
Central Community Family Service Centre, and intellectually
disabled adults from MINDS’ Me2Club.
“We adopt a pay-it-forward model where three paying students
fund one beneficiary’s programme,” explained Ms Lydia Lok,
who together with her husband Mr Yao Shuohan, runs the
centre, which also conducts SkillsFuture-approved workshops.
Curious Thoughts Academy has expanded its curriculum to
include the Orton-Gillingham Dyslexia Intervention teaching
approach, which is specifically designed to help slower readers.
It also has certified teachers who are trained to provide dyslexia
intervention and therapy via Jolly Phonics, an internationally
recognised method of teaching children to read and write in
English using a multi-sensory approach.
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Friend-tast i c
Day Out

HEARTLANDERS NAVIGATED THEIR WAY THROUGH
LOCALLY PRODUCED FILMS AND ENGAGING ACTIVITIES
THAT STEERED THEM ON COURSE TO NEWFOUND
FRIENDSHIPS AT STAND UP FOR OUR SINGAPORE.
It’s been 35 years since Stand Up
For Singapore was introduced as
one of the very first National Day
theme songs back in 1984, and its
now-familiar title strikes a patriotic
chord in all manner of communal
celebrations, such as the recent
Stand Up For Our Singapore event.
Held on 10 August 2019, the event
carried over the festivities of the 54th
National Day into the heartlands
at Bedok Town Square. Organised
as part of Project RED, which is
an anthology of short films by
acclaimed local filmmakers created
by entertainment platform Viddsee
in collaboration with Gov.sg,
Stand Up For Our Singapore also
included on-ground interactive
activities designed to complement
the overall experience.
One activity involved getting
different groups of strangers to
view one of the anthology’s four
films — Singapore Flying by
K. Rajagopal, The Dispute by
Daniel Yam, Merging Lanes by
Kat Goh and Common Ground
by M. Raihan Halim — before
answering questions related
to the film posed to them by
volunteers. This served to
encourage Singaporeans to engage
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in meaningful discussions about
topics such as xenophobia and
social integration.
Mdm Lau Bee Hiong, 65, who
watched the one-minute cut of
The Dispute, which is a story about
accepting foreigners into our society,
was full of praise for the event. “Events
like this help older people like me,
who don’t really get to mix with people
from other countries, understand how
to be kind and understanding despite
our differences.”
This was followed by other activities
that further encouraged interaction
among the event-goers. In the Fun
House Mirror corner for example,
participants separated by a partition
were given an exercise to explore
issues on perception and reality.
A distortion mirror first warped
their appearances and they were
asked to describe each other. They
then had the choice of removing the
partition and unveiling themselves.
More often than not, the participants
had surprised reactions because how
they had imagined the other party to
look like was usually vastly different
from reality!
Interestingly, many of the visitors
who crossed paths for the very

first time stayed to mingle over
the coffee and snacks provided. As
Stand Up For Our Singapore drew
to a close, doors opened for new
friendships to emerge, testifying
to the notion that we are indeed
one united nation built on social
harmony and mutual respect.
“We hope that the event and the
conversations generated from it
can encourage us to see our better
selves, and remind us of how
beautiful our country is,” said
Mr Wally Tham, 41, co-founder of
Stand Up For Our Singapore.

4/10/19 12:00 PM

Around the Block

Participants gained a better understanding
of perception versus reality via an activity
involving a distortion mirror

Event-goers taking part in a simple
quiz after watching short films by
acclaimed local filmmakers

Events like this help
older people like
me, who don’t really
get to mix with
people from other
countries, understand
how to be kind and
understanding despite
our differences.
– MDM LAU BEE HIONG, 65, HOUSEWIFE
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LET’S GET

Neighbourly!
BEDOK SOUTH SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS DEDICATED ONE
SATURDAY MORNING TO MASS BLOCK VISITS, DURING WHICH
THEY IMPARTED NEIGHBOURLY TIPS TO RESIDENTS.
Some 270 students from Bedok South
Secondary School set aside their Saturday
morning on 17 August to rise and shine
for a good cause. Earlier in the month,
the students had undergone training by
HDB volunteers to equip themselves with
all the right skill sets needed to convey
the key message of being neighbourly.
With more than 80% of people in
Singapore residing in HDB flats,
neighbourliness is an invariably relevant
topic. The close proximity of urban living
has its fair share of challenges, and being
a good neighbour requires thought,
effort and an occasional reminder,
which is what this outreach session
aimed to accomplish.
As there was a fair bit of ground to
cover, the students were grouped into
small teams to greet as many residents
as possible from Blocks 35, 37, 41-44,
60-61 Bedok South Avenue 2 and Blocks
51-55, 62-65 New Upper Changi Road.
They were also armed with information
brochures and fridge magnets to be given
out to the residents.
The Life Storeys team tagged along with a
group of four Secondary 3 students, who
soon realised that the activity was more
challenging than expected. However,

these youngsters proved themselves
troopers, remaining polite and upbeat
throughout, despite rejections and
unanswered knocks. In fact, their
courage and morale increased with
every floor and unit attempted!
Their perseverance was duly rewarded
with friendly faces and keen ears.
Among the receptive ones were
Mdm Chan Chiaw Chiaw, a resident
who appreciated the students’ efforts
even though she was already familiar
with the tips, which included keeping
noise volumes low and considerate
common corridor use.
Students Yap Jia Xuan and Jeralyn
Natal were exhausted but triumphant
after completing the 16 floors of their
assigned block. “The residents were
really nice and polite, [and] I think
we handled [rejection] pretty well,”
said Jia Xuan.
“It was a great experience,” agreed
Jeralyn, whose biggest takeaway
was the conversational skills and
confidence she built. “I also learned
something new myself — placing
water thimbles in taps helps save water
as it creates a stronger water stream
without increasing its flow rate!”
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Our Life Stories

I also learned something new myself – placing
water thimbles in taps helps save water as
it creates a stronger water stream without
increasing its flow rate!
– JERALYN NATAL (BELOW RIGHTMOST), 15, STUDENT

Students from Bedok South Secondary School visited
residents to raise awareness of neighbourliness
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G
N
BRE AKI THE

Comedian's
Code
FLY ENTERTAINMENT ARTISTE
SUHAIMI YUSOF COULD HAVE BEEN
THE NEXT STAN LEE, IF HE HADN’T
UNCOVERED HIS COMEDIC TALENT
DURING HIS SCHOOL DAYS.

From a radio presenter in 1991 to
a multifaceted entertainer today,
Suhaimi Yusof ’s three-decade-long
career spans radio, television, and
the silver screen. Besides his film
projects and an upcoming concert
alongside local celebrities like
Jack Neo and Mark Lee, Suhaimi
helms a production company called
IdeaFact3, and is a loving husband
and father of three.

“I’m still waiting for Hollywood’s
call to act in a Marvel movie. I want

12
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to play Hulk because I can’t fit into
any other superhero’s costumes!”
he chuckled.

Suhaimi’s talent isn’t only in
comedy. He is adept at oil painting
and freehand drawing. When he
was younger, he would draw his
own comics instead of reading
them. “I lost six notebooks worth
of my hand-drawn comics when we
moved house. I could have been the
next Stan Lee if I hadn’t stumbled
into showbiz!”

I’m still waiting for
Hollywood’s call
to act in a Marvel
movie. I want to
play Hulk because
I can’t fit into any
other superhero’s
costumes!

7/10/19 3:03 PM

Our Life Stories
Beneath Suhaimi’s comedic persona
lies a perceptive mind and Yoda-like
wisdom, thanks to his passion for
books. “I buy so many books that I
have to rent storage space for them!
To create new content, you need to
observe what’s happening around
you, and expose yourself to different
schools of thought.”

can get home from work quickly,
especially when filming ends at 2am.

Read on to find out more
lesser-known things about
Suhaimi that Life Storeys
discovered during our chat.

Are you humorous
by nature?

You just turned 50
in September. How do
you feel?

When you are 30, you want to
conquer the world; by 40, you’d
realise it is impossible; and by 50,
you will question why you tried
so hard. Now I’m just “chill”. You
can’t change the world, but you
can change your perspective. Your
mental state affects your physical
well-being. Anything excessive —
eating too much, thinking too much,
etc. — isn’t good. Avoid subjecting
yourself to unnecessary stress.

How do you stay inspired?
I travel a fair bit in my course of
work, and it allows me to better
appreciate Singapore and the people
around me. After spending time
overseas, it makes me realise that
we truly have one of the best public
housing in the world. I translate my
appreciation through my works,
which often feature the Singaporean
way of life, including HDB flats!

Speaking of that, tell
us more about your
neighbourhood.

My family has stayed in our flat at
Serangoon Avenue 2 for about eight
years. I fell in love at first sight with
the huge staircase leading up to the
unit. It is next to an open-air car
park, with a bus stop right in front
of the block — it’s like having a
personal bus stop! I like old-school
things, so the traditional provision
shop downstairs is right up my alley.
The central location also means I

12-13 Our Life Stories - Celeb Next Door.indd 13

Although we bought the flat at a good
price, purchasing a house isn’t just
an investment. It is a home to live in,
and a place to raise your kids. Life is
like a roller coaster. Through ups and
downs, your house is your shelter.

I was a quiet and studious boy —
my classmates would never have
expected me to become a “joker”.
When I was in Secondary 3, I was
asked to perform a skit. Halfway
through the performance, I forgot
my script and had to improvise on
the spot. Unexpectedly, the audience
broke into laughter and my team
even won the top prize! That was
when I realised I could make people
laugh, albeit by accident. It was
my turning point. Deep down, I’m
a shy person. Humour was a way
to overcome my shyness, and it
brought me to places.

What is comedy to you?

Humour is not just about saying
something funny. It is like singing
a song; it has a rhythm. People
laugh because they resonate with
something being said, or when
they are in awe or shock — it is
a defence mechanism against
embarrassment. When someone
laughs, it encourages others to
laugh. I think comedy is an art and
I don’t consider it as work. My job is
like the skit that I did back in school;
the only difference is that I’m doing
it professionally now.

TUNE IN

Catch Suhaimi in Fried Rice
Paradise – The Drama Series
on Toggle, and infotainment
programme OK Syiok! every
Wednesday at 9pm on
Mediacorp Suria and Toggle.
You can also catch up on the
show at sg.sg/OKSyiok.
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Fun in

Chong Pang
THE CHONG PANG
FUN FIESTA 2019 WAS
ORGANISED TO BRING
FUN TO THE RESIDENTS,
AND IT CERTAINLY WAS
A TREAT FOR THOSE
WHO ATTENDED!
It was a hot and humid Saturday
afternoon in Chong Pang City on
27 July 2019, and the amphitheatre
next to the hawker centre was
buzzing with activity — it was
where the Chong Pang Fun
Fiesta 2019 was taking place.
Organised by the Chong Pang City
Merchant and Hawker’s Association
(CPCMHA) in collaboration with
students from ITE College Central,
the event aimed to create a more
vibrant neighbourhood, and bring
the people of Chong Pang together
for an afternoon of crafts and games!
Supported by HDB’s Friendly
Faces, Lively Places (FFLP) Fund,
an initiative to encourage residents
to initiate ground-up community
activities, the Chong Pang Fun
Fiesta 2019 kicked off with an ‘Earth
Mass Dance’, and a performance by
Jumping Singapore, who wowed the
crowd with their exciting routine
on trampolines. The line-up also
included a lively dance routine put
up by students from ITE College
Central and a kompang (Malay
frame drum) session.
At the same time, participants
immersed themselves in the game
booths manned by ITE College
Central’s students, each with a

14
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Students from ITE College Central set the ball rolling with an upbeat ‘Earth Mass Dance’

unique theme, ranging from
tic-tac-toe to mini golf. Some of the
activities shared meaningful
messages, such as Toss and Recycle,
which championed the significance
of recycling. To encourage residents’
participation, goodie bags were up
for grabs upon completion of the
station games. This was met with
queues made up of both young and
old at all the booths!
Apart from games, there were
many other happenings to keep
the attendees occupied, including
a roving photo booth with an
Instagram-inspired design that
was a hit with the younger crowd.
There was also a tote bag design
activity, where participants were
given blank tote bags on which
they could unleash their creativity
and bring home as souvenirs. In
addition, residents were able to

I really enjoy seeing
the smiling faces of
the students and
members of the
public who came.
If we hold it again
next year, I hope to
stretch it to a
two-day event.
– MR STEVEN KOH, CHAIRMAN OF
CHONG PANG CITY MERCHANT AND
HAWKER’S ASSOCIATION

learn more about healthy eating
through a puzzle game based on
the food pyramid.
Residents were also invited to make
their mark on a canvas, which
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Our Life Stories

Chong Pang Fun Fiesta 2019 was supported by HDB’s Friendly Faces,
Lively Places Fund to encourage ground-up community initiatives

featured Chong Pang City’s iconic gateway. The
artwork, with the people’s colourful thumbprints,
symbolises the dynamic Chong Pang community.
During the event, a few members of the CPCMHA
were invited on stage to be interviewed for the
residents to get to know their neighbourhood
shopkeepers better. Among the interviewees was
CPCMHA’s chairman Mr Steven Koh. When asked
about his biggest satisfaction for organising the
Fiesta, he shared, “I really enjoy seeing the smiling
faces of the students and members of the public
who came. If we hold it again next year, I hope to
stretch it to a two-day event. This way, we would be
able to include more activities and performances, as
well as involve more stakeholders and reach out to a
wider community.”
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Local

Beyond exhibitions, National Design
Centre also hosts programmes that
support design education, skills
enhancement and continual learning

INSPIRATION

GET SAVVY WITH MADE-IN-SINGAPORE
ARTWORKS, LITERARY CREATIONS
AND MORE THAT FUEL BOTH NATIONAL
PRIDE AND THE LOCAL IMAGINATION.
From gastronomical delights like chilli crab
to hosting the annual Formula One night
race, Singapore has long earned its stripes
as a multifaceted city. There is still much to
be discovered, however — in particular, our
flourishing arts and culture landscape. Life
Storeys presents a selection that represents the
quintessentially Singaporean pulse of the scene.

UOB Art Gallery
UOB Plaza 1, 80 Raffles Place,
Singapore 048624. Mon-Fri:
9am-6.30pm, Sat: 9am-2pm.

For over four decades, UOB
has been a strong patron of

Southeast Asian art, and the
UOB Painting of the Year (POY)
competition was launched in 1982
to recognise emerging talents.
Today, it is Singapore’s longestrunning competition of its kind,

Rite of Passage by Khairulddin bin Abdul Wahab

with winning entries annually
showcased alongside a selection of
the bank’s vast collection, which
includes more than 2,500 artworks
from artists throughout the region.
2018 UOB POY (Singapore)
winner, Khairulddin bin Abdul
Wahab, held a solo exhibition
at the gallery in September to
coincide with the Singapore
Bicentennial celebrations. Entitled
Island Story, the exhibition took
reference from local folklore to
depict Singapore’s early history.
Fourteen acrylic-on-canvas
paintings were showcased,
including Khairulddin’s winning
entry Rite of Passage, which charts
the journey of Toah, a 14th-century
sea nomad who was a guide for
famous Chinese explorer Zheng He.
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Livin’ It Up

National Design Centre
111 Middle Road, Singapore 188969.
9am-9pm daily.

Fifty Years of Singapore is one of
DesignSingapore Council’s most
in-depth exhibits to date. It was first
launched in 2015 to document the
development of Singapore’s design
landscape over the last five decades.
Since then, the exhibition has
undergone continuous updates, with a
total of 300 iconic, pivotal and popular
designs covering award-winning
logos to fashion motifs, photography,
architecture, product packaging,
animation, and more.
Pop-up showcases throughout the
rest of the gallery also feature works
by veteran local designers and design
studios, such as creative agency
Asylum, furniture designer Nathan
Yong, and architect Raymond Woo.
The exhibition runs till December 2021.

Sing Lit Station
22 Dickson Road, #02-01, Singapore
209506. Mon-Fri: 1pm-6pm,
Weekends: By appointment only.

Sing Lit, which stands for Singapore
literature, represents stories about
Singapore by Singaporeans. It aims
to grow the literary community of
readers and writers by serving as a
platform that enables and ignites
a collective local identity through
written narratives, Singapore-style.
As an incubator for literary creations,
local non-profit organisation Sing
Lit Station hosts workshops, writing
residencies and masterclasses from
visiting writers, as well as provides
a space for aspiring writers to work,
grow, and showcase themselves.
Meanwhile, readers can immerse
themselves in the year-round calendar
of happenings, such as meet-theauthor sessions, book launches,
poetry slams, and more.
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Sing Lit Cloud is a series of standing
printers located islandwide that can
generate excerpts of local literary
works on demand

Localbooks.sg
https://localbooks.sg

LocalBooks.sg is a one-stop
online bookstore specialising
in Singapore titles and
local authors published
overseas. Co-founded by two
Singaporeans, Callie Chong
and Julie Hyun, the site
now offers more than 1,500
homegrown titles. While it has
no brick-and-mortar store,
Localbooks.sg raises awareness
with pop-up stores at shopping
malls throughout the year.
It also participates in initiatives
such as #BuySingLit, an annual
campaign that promotes
interest in local literature
through a variety of events.
Among its bestsellers is local
writer Jeremy Tiang’s State of
Emergency, which won him
the 2018 Singapore Literature
Prize for Fiction. The novel
chronicles the lives of a
family navigating the choppy
political currents of Singapore
and Malaya in the 1940s.
Tiang also has a short story
collection It Never Rains on
National Day under his belt.
This series is made up of 11
loosely connected stories
about Singaporeans overseas
and migrants in Singapore,
which touches on the topic
of belonging.
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Take Our

Readers’
Quiz
Answer some questions and stand to win shopping vouchers!
Log on to http://hdb.gov.sg/lifestoreys for the questions and
submit your answers.
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